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Chef Stuff Junior Badge

Girl Scouts of Rolling Hills Council

Junior girls and their leaders expressed the desire to learn to cook so Chef Stuff was developed
to teach some of the many aspects of cooking. It includes learning how to cook basic, creative
and fun foods. Girls will also excite their palates and their minds when they experiment with
veggie sculptures, garnishes and could take an adventurous trip to a restaurant to meet a chef.

To earn this badge, you must complete 8 requirements, including the 5 starred ones.

Program:

* 1.  Before you prepare food, become familiar with how to safely use the appliances you will need. You must
also wash your hands and all work surfaces. What do you use to clean your hands and kitchen surfaces?
What might happen if you do not? Discuss emergencies such as fires (how to prevent and what to have on
hand in case of a fire) and other kitchen safety.

Role play with your troop the following situations:

While tearing lettuce for the salad, you cover a sneeze with your hand.
You are halfway through a recipe when you discover you do not have one ingredient.
You are babysitting and they have an electronic gas stove and you are used to an electric stove.
Your 2-year-old cousin is visiting. He might be able to reach the stovetop.
A grease fire starts in a pan on the stove.
You are cutting a bagel and get cut with the knife. (The number-one reason people visit the
emergency room).

2.  Learn how to properly set a table. Where does the silverware, glass, butter plate, napkin get placed? Learn
to fold a napkin in a decorative way.

*3.  Investigate the different types of cookware like aluminum, Teflon coated, or stainless steel and the
advantages and disadvantages of each. What are the costs? What special precautions are needed for the
different surfaces? How do the utensils have to be cleaned and maintained? Make a chart or poster of what
you learned to share with others.

Learn the names and uses of the following:  Saucepan, Dutch oven, frying pan, griddle, casserole dish,
baking pans, wok.

What would you need to purchase to fully stock a kitchen? Gather store ads and catalogs for help. Have
the girls add up the cost to stock their kitchen.

*4.  Learn to measure dry and wet ingredients correctly. Practice measuring different ingredients including flour,
oil, shortening, butters, water, and salt. Learn how to use the metric system to measure, and how to make
conversions. Learn all the symbols used to denote measurement in recipes, i.e., T=tablespoon;
t=teaspoon;C=cup,etc.
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5.  Make a recipe from a culture other than your own. Learn if it is served as an entree or dessert. Learn if it is
used for special occasions.

6.  Learn to make a condiment such as ketchup, mayonnaise, relish, chutney, mustard, jelly or jam. Discuss
the differences between jam and jelly, and what fruits can be used in making them. Learn the difference
between a clove of garlic and a head of garlic.

7.  Make your own or a troop cookbook with favorite recipes you have tried or tasted. Include any tips or other
notes you have made while working on this badge.

8.  Have a cake decorating party. Learn the different frosting tools and techniques. Practice on cupcakes,
cookies or cakes.

9.  Investigate the various careers in the field of cooking by taking a trip to a restaurant or caterer. Find out
what type of education is needed to become a chef. Learn how a professional restaurant kitchen operates.

*10.  
Make two of the following. Have a tasting party and decide if the extra time it took to prepare the item
from scratch is worth it or if people prefer a type that you purchased.

 Applesauce Corn bread, zucchini bread or banana bread

 Yogurt White bread

 Ice cream Pickles

 Soft pretzels Learn how to can one item

*11.  With your troop, cook a lunch or dinner for someone who helps your troop. Use the food pyramid as a
guide for preparing a menu. Set the table properly, and use a centerpiece to make the table look festive.
Use your new skills. 
OR 
Cook a meal for friends or family. Others may be directed to help you, but you must be responsible for at
least two dishes yourself. Set the table properly, and use a centerpiece. Be sure to use the food pyramid as
a guide for preparing your meal.

12.  With your troop have a cookie or appetizer tasting party. Assign each girl to make herself a different type
of cookies/appetizers for the event such as bar cookies, drop cookies, sandwich cookies, rolled
cookies,crudite, piped veggies, knishes, cutouts, etc.

13.  
What special job does each of the following do?

 Baking soda      Yeast      Baking powder

 Buttermilk      Sugar      Salt

 Eggs      Oil/butter/shortening      Vinegar



14.  Make vegetable sculptures, such as radish roses or crinkle cut. Work with others in your troop or family to
create a veggie or fruit presentation or table decoration, such as a watermelon fruit bowl. Share what you
made with others.

15.  Find out why it is important to eat a variety of foods for good health. Learn about fiber, vitamins, and proper
amounts of fat, salt, and sugar. Discuss dietary restrictions some people have and the causes for them (i.e.
religion, personal choice, and medical condition). Learn the importance of reading food labels (possible
allergies to ingredients, health content.)

16.  
Learn how to do all of the following:

 Use a vegetable peeler  Use a whisk and electric mixer

 Use a rolling pin  Use a hand held can opener

 Use a meat thermometer  Grease and flour a pan

 Separate an egg  Use a strainer or colander
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